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Locale: Bt. 1Mt, Vernon, Indiana and Evansville, Inds 

985-3883 

Donald Fhillips (of St. Phillips) and two other observers aboard an L & N diesal 
train were heading towards Evansville, The sun was Just coming up over the tree--tpps 
and to their left, Thay were heading Bast after passing thru 1Mt Vernon and observed 
an object in the sky to the North about ~ to l/5th the size df the sun glowing a 
bright white The other conductor remarked that "man, they'd better leave the moon 
alone.+.he was a little shook up about the object, As the object, moving DY SE 
neared the Sun, it turned East and went out of sight» 

er, Phillips, s ll-year veteran, said the object would brighten and din repeatedly, 
They had had engine trouble out of Upton; a rear unit was out and they were over 
loaded. The man in the caboose said there mas a train following them, but nobody 
heard one, At this tine they were nearing Belknap Hill (Peerless Road crossing) and 
the "train" as reported to beve been following for some time, it as noted that 
nobody had heard the other train's radio, either. At this time the man in the rear 
said that One engines down, hy not let the other train help us; we've got a red 
board"I 

• 

-, . 
Along the tracks are located signal lights referred to as the board". This is the 
ltoatie Blocking System, l green board means normal; yellow means a train is 
approaching, be prepared XET or start braking; red means a train is in close 
proriity% Se they called the "tower" at Evansville, Tbe yardmaster informed then 
that there s no train behind then. At this time the object thought to be s train 
we producing a light similar to as train headlight, but as stated « little later, 
it as reported to be too bright for a train+ 

They were over-tonnage with a rear unit (engine) out and had made the shift--change 
at Upton, The previous conductor (30 years experience) said that a rear unit as out 
and he had worked ith it and it was beyond their help, The Mt, Vernon to Evansville 
run usually takes 10-15 minutes, but took 30-mimtes. 



., The train got "hung-up" on Belknap Hill, They thought that they would have to 
take part of the cars in and return later for the others since there was no 
train behind them to provide the assist, They bsck the train off the hill and 
stopped Xl so that the conductor could check out the rear unit (which is 
actually the end of the engine; not at the end of the train), He stated that 
all he had to do was press a button and engine or unit started right up% 

As the train backed up domm the hill, the object thought to be another train 
also moved away and gave then an amber, then a green board, The train went right 
up the hill and made it on in to the Howell Round House without any further 
trouble At Hog Road they had some trouble of a sort unrelated to this incident, 
which. they thought could ha ve caused the ai� e to change. Hoc Road is near 
Barker Avenue, They were told that they did} allow the train with a pick-up 
truck (which would have had 2 lights anyy' that is used for YIN to trouble. 
shbot and is naturally equipped with regular train wheels, They also stated that 
there was no way they could have given the train crew a 8EY red board, 

A diesal engine is basically a diesal--fuel motor that turns a large generator 
which supplies power to the wheels which are actually electric motors. Located 
at the top of the engine is a "MARS" light that flashes a brilliant yallo 
beacon to warn people ahead of the approaching train, Us curiosity towards 
flashing lights of unmual nature and effects on rail-road blocking systems 
is already on record. Train pacings in Indiana are on record also% 

Investigation incomplete, Investigator, Norman Heyder, is working on the electrical 
or electronic aspects of this cases 

Francis L, Ridge 
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